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…



Based on Ubuntu 04.14 LTS, it offers over 100 Tools 
dedicated to the world of IT Security and Computer 
Forensics and has a release plan scheduled every 4 

months.

BackBox is distribution Free and Open Source, founded in 
2010 by an Italian team and is designed for Ethical Hacker. 
Dedicated in Penetration Testing and Security Assessment.

About BackBox



50k37% BackBox 4.4 in 30 days got 
about 50,000 downloads.

The 37% users of 
BackBox is Asian.

BackBox is the 56th most 
popular Linux distribution 
in the world, the second 
most successful 
distribution of 
Penetration Testing.

Look At The World

DistroWatch



Screenshot



GDP Last Previous

Duis autem vel eum iriure 25.000 US$ 30.000 US$

Hendrerit in vulputate 27.000 US$ 35.000 US$

Esse molestie consequat 16.000 US$ 52.000 US$

Lorem autem vel eum iriure 18.000 US$ 22.000 US$

Dolor in vulputate 10.000 US$ 15.000 US$

Mirum est notare quam littera 23.000 US$ 30.000 US$

Suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 25.000 US$ 30.000 US$

Main Tools
nmap dirs3arch OpenVAS ZAP

sqlmap Metasploit Armitage wpscan

w3af fang weevely john

Wireshark Ettercap wxHexEditor setoolkit

dex2jar aircrak-ng can-utils BeEF



backbox.org 
facebook.com/backbox.linux 

twitter.com/backboxlinux 
#backbox irc.autistici.org

BackBox is present in the major social networks, on IRC 
and on the official website where you will find the Forum 

and the WiKi.

Social and More



The framework 
includes over 1500 

Exploit for Windows, 
Linux, Mac, Android, 

iOS, etc.

1500
It allows you to attach 
the 95% of operating 
systems vulnerable, 

even mobile 
platforms.

95%
It is a Open Source 

and Free project 
dedicated to the 

development and 
execution of exploits.

100%

Metasploit Framework



Iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril 
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber 
tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil.

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate 
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat 
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et.

Screenshot



Shellshock, also known as Bashdoor, is a vulnerability Bash 
Shell discovered in September 2014. Several Web services 

using Bash, an attacker could exploit this vulnerability to 
execute arbitrary commands.

CVE-2014-6271, CVE-2014-6277, CVE-2014-6278, 
CVE-2014-7169, CVE-2014-7186 e CVE-2014-7187

Shellshock 



Wopbot  was the first botnet to 
use Shellshock exploit, 

accused of launching DDoS 
attacks.

CloudFlare has estimated that it had 
identified 1.5 million attacks per day.

1,5millions



When using Bash to process 
the mail, the mail server 

Qmail internally performs the 
commands in the external 

inputs.

Qmail

Some DHCP clients when 
authenticating welcome 

requests Bash. 
WiFi Open can be exploited.

DHCP Clients

OpenSSH has a function of 
"ForceCommand", where a 

default command is executed 
at login, allows you to 

execute commands without 
restrictions.

OpenSSH

It is the interface between a 
web server and an 

executable that produces 
dynamic content; It has been 
identified as the main attack 

vector.

CGI-BIN

Vectors



This is the original form of vulnerability, 
concerns a specially created environment 
variable containing a function, followed 
by arbitrary commands.

env x='() { :;}; echo vulnerable' bash -c "echo this is a test"

CVE-2014-6271



Test Environment: 
   BackBox 4.4 
   Ubuntu 12.04

Exploiting the vulnerability CVE-2014-6271 attack a 
vulnerable system, we will use as a carrier a CGI script in 

Web Server.

Demonstration



Video

https://youtu.be/XDivO7DRO5w



Questions?

Credits: Opening image of CloudFlare


